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Rope Rescue Technician Advanced (RRTA)

The Rope Rescue Technician Advanced course is for rope rescue team members 
who already have completed a comprehensive basic training and want to continue to 
specialise. This training continues where the RRT course finishes. The RRTA course 
examines advanced technical solutions. It elaborates on the use of multi-pods, 
monopod and A-frames, various configurations of steep, diagonal and horizontal spans, 
the use of multiple track lines in highline operations, industrial lead climbing, loads 
and forces, incident management and scenario training. This training is consistent with 
NFPA 1670 and 1006 standards for technician level.

Contact hours

30 hours (5 day)

Prerequisites

Rope Rescue Operator (RRO)
Rope Rescue Technician (RRT)
Minimum age: 18

Qualification valid for

3 years

Taught by

•	 Rope Rescue Technician Advanced Instructor (RRTAI)

Assessment

The assessed elements of this course are:

•	 Foundation knowledge
•	 Incident size-up and team briefing
•	 English reeve
•	 Calculate static system safety factor
•	 Two-rope offset
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Theory

1. Rescue 3 philosophy

2. Force calculations, advanced systems analysis

3. Complex rescue scenarios

4. Incident management and site control

Practical

5. Advanced knots and anchor point variations

6. Releasable jigger anchors

7. Lead climbing with a shepherd’s hook

8. Lead climbing with self-placed intermediate anchors

9. Aid climbing

10. Installing artificial anchors

11. First-man-up systems

12. Litter scoop pick-off

13. Vertical litter edge transitions with attendant

14. Advanced artificial high directionals (monopods, bipods)

15. Two rope offsets

16. Highline rope system - Kootenay highline

17. Highline rope system - English reeve

18. Highline rope system - Norwegian reeve

19. Multiple track lines in a highline system

20. Night scenarios

21. Rope rescue special problems

22. Scenarios (optional)

23. Job risk analysis

24. Developing standard operational procedures

25. Developing and pre-planning rescue plans

26. Size-up and hazard analysis of an incident

27. Team briefing using a briefing model

28. Supervising and guiding an operational team

29. Communicating with other emergeny services

30. Perform a debriefing with team

31. Use of incident report forms

Rope Rescue Technician Advanced (RRTA) skill sheet contents
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Rope Rescue Technician Advanced (RRTA) standard

The course standards are provided as pre- and post-course reference for people involved in the 
delivery of Rescue 3 courses (eg Rescue 3 training providers, instructors and students). They 
are not to be used for any other purpose without the express written permission of Rescue 3 
Europe. 

 Skill sheet 
element

 Learning outcome

1 Rescue 3 
philosophy

1.1 Recall the steps required in order to develop judgement

1.2 Explain the order of priorities at a rescue scene

2 Force 
calculations, 
advanced 
systems 
analysis

2.1 

3 Complex 
rescue 
scenarios

3.1 

4 Incident 
management 
and site control

4.1 Identify the role and responsibilities of an incident 
commander (IC)

4.2 Provide information for use in an incident management 
system

4.3 Operate as a technical rescue team leader in a small 2-3 
person team

4.4 Operate as a technical rescue team leader in a team of 4 
or more people

4.5 For a given task, appoint different roles (including safety 
officer) for the personnel and casualty present

4.6 For a given task, place appropriate markings for rigging 
the main line, safety line, artificial high directional, change 
of direction

5 Advanced 
knots and 
anchor point 
variations

5.1 

6 Releasable 
jigger anchors

6.1 

7 Lead climbing 
with a 
shepherd's 
hook

7.1 Identify when lead climbing with a shepherd's hook 
would be performed, its merits and limitations

7.2 Demonstrate lead climbing with a shepherd's hook
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 Skill sheet 
element

 Learning outcome

8 Lead climbing 
with self-placed 
intermediate 
anchors

8.1 Identify when lead climbing with self-placed intermediate 
anchors would be performed, its merits and limitations

8.2 Demonstrate lead climbing with self-placed intermediate 
anchors

9 Aid climbing 9.1 Identify when aid climbing would be performed, its 
merits and limitations

9.2 Demonstrate aid climbing

10 Installing 
artificial 
anchors

10.1 

11 First-man-up 
systems

11.1 Identify when a first-man-up system would be used, its 
merits and limitations

11.2 Operate a first-man-up system

12 Litter scoop 
pick-off

12.1 Identify when a litter scoop pick-off would be used, its 
merits and limitations

12.2 Participate in a litter-scoop pick-off

13 Horizontal 
litter edge 
transition with 
attendant 
and without 
artificial high 
directional

13.1 Identify when a horizontal litter edge transition with 
attendant would be used, its hazards and control 
measures

13.2 Perform a horizontal litter edge transition with 
attendant

14 Vertical litter 
edge transition 
with attendant 
and without 
artificial high 
directional

14.1 Identify when a vertical litter edge transition with 
attendant would be used, its hazards and control 
measures

14.2 Perform a vertical litter edge transition with attendant

15 Artificial high 
directionals

15.1 Identify when monopods and bipods would be used as 
high directionals, their merits and limitations

15.2 Install and check a high directional using a monopod or 
bipod

16 Two rope 
offsets

16.1 Identify when two rope offsets would be used, their 
merits and limitations

16.2 Install, check and use a two rope offset
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 Skill sheet 
element

 Learning outcome

17 Highline 
rope system 
- Kootenay 
highline

17.1 Identify when an English reeve would be used in a 
highline, its merits and limitations

17.2 Rig, check and use a highline with an English reeve

18 Highline rope 
system - 
English reeve

18.1 Identify when an English reeve would be used in a 
highline, its merits and limitations

18.2 Rig, check and use a highline with an English reeve

19 Highline 
rope system 
- Norwegian 
reeve

19.1 Identify when a Norwegian reeve would be used in a 
highline, its merits and limitations

19.2 Rig, check and use a highline with a Norwegian reeve

20 Multiple track 
lines in a 
highline system

20.1 Identify when multiple track lines would be used in a 
highline system, their merits and limitations

20.2 Rig, check and use a highline system with multiple track 
lines

21 Night scenarios 21.1 Identify hazards associated with night/poor visibility 
operations, and apply suitable control measures

21.2 Perform a risk assessment and operate at night/in poor 
visibility

22 Rope rescue 
special 
problems

22.1 

23 Scenarios 
(optional)

23.1 Complete rope rescue scenarios, relative to the remit of 
someone trained to this level

24 Job risk analysis 24.1 

25 Developing 
standard 
operational 
procedures

25.1 

26 Developing and 
pre-planning 
rescue plans

26.1 

27 Size-up and 
hazard analysis 
of an incident

27.1 

28 Team briefing 
using a briefing 
model

28.1 
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 Skill sheet 
element

 Learning outcome

29 Supervising 
and guiding an 
operational 
team

29.1 

30 Communicating 
with other 
emergency 
services

30.1 

31 Performing a 
debriefing with 
a team

31.1 

32 Use of incident 
report forms

32.1 


